Master of Environmental Health and Safety
Student Newsletter
Fall Semester Part 1- 2019

Welcome to a New School Year!
Current Class
Nolan Folkert - 3rd semester in the MEHS program with a projected graduation date of May 2020. His
undergraduate degree is in environment and sustainability from UMD and he currently is working full
time as a Safety Technician at Lake Superior Consulting based out of Duluth.
Travis Kane - 3rd semester in the MEHS planning to graduate this December. Currently working with
Travelers Insurance training as a Risk Control Consultant. UMD undergrad with a business degree in
Organizational Management.
Sean Antolik - 2nd semester in the MEHS program; expected to graduate December 2020. Recently
hired as an Associate Safety Consultant with Marsh and McLennan Agency.
Mehdi Hdiji - 2nd semester in the MEHS program with a projected graduation date of May 2020.
Obtained his B.S. in Mechanical Engineering in 2018 from UMD.
Luke Fena - 1st semester in the MEHS program with a projected graduation date of May 2020.
Currently employed at TBI Residential and Community Services in Duluth, Luke graduated with a
Bachelor of Arts in Psychology from the College of St. Scholastica in the spring of 2019.
Samantha Munkeby- 1st semester in the MEHS program with a projected graduation date of May
2020. Sam graduated from UMD in the spring of 2019 with a degree in Exercise Science.
Addey Olson - 1st semester in the MEHS program with a projected graduation date of May 2020.
Addey is currently serving at a restaurant in Superior and obtained her undergraduate degree in
Community and Public Health through the University of Wisconsin – Superior.
Matthew Johnson - 1st semester in the MEHS program with a projected graduation date of May 2021.
Currently employed in Buildings and Grounds within Facilities Management at UMD, Matthew
graduated from UMD in 2014 with a BA in Criminology and a BAS in Psychology.
Chase Lindenfelser - 1st semester in the MEHS program with a projected graduation date of May
2020. Chase currently is working part time at YTS Companies and graduated from UMD in 2018 with a
B.S. in Biology.
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Technical Topic: Ethics in the Field
September 25th | Ryan Vieau is the Vice President of Merjent, an environmental safety and risk management
consulting company based out of Minneapolis, MN. Ryan is a UMD MEHS alumnus who graduated in 2005. He
talked about Merjent’s goal of expanding the field safety sector. He shared case studies of ethical dilemmas that
he had witnessed over his years of working in the safety field and ways to work through situations and make the
right decisions. Some pieces of his advice included: working as a team with managers and employees to resolve
issues; communicating early and often; and ultimately, taking
care of your workers and doing what is in the best interest of the
employee, even if conditions create pressure to do otherwise.
He emphasized to be a team player as a safety professional, to
change the mindsets through a positive approach, and to avoid
being the “inspector” in the workplace out to catch someone.
Why choose Merjent? The flexibility- equal balance between
family and travel, the challenge, the variety, applying my
experience to new things, and all the relationships I’ve built at
the office.
He encouraged EHS students to consider jobs in field positions
to get learning experience at the work site; to travel and take
jobs out of state, especially as they start their career; and to seek
out mentorship on the job and in the office.

ASSP Leadership Elected!
President: Nolan Folkert
Vice President: Sean Antolik
Treasurer: Luke Fena
Secretary: Travis Kane
Sean, Luke and Travis applied and were selected to attend the ASSP Future Safety Leaders Conference and will
be traveling November 7-8 to Oak Brook, IL.
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Fall Protection
Advanced Fall Protection Demonstrations by
3M Specialist
October 8th | Jason Giefer of 3M came to campus to give a
high level overview of fall protection requirements. The
overview focused on the ABC’s of fall protection: anchors,
body harness, and connecting devices. Jason talked
specifically about the weight requirements of anchor points
and went into depth on safety factors. Jason also discussed
how to choose the right body harness and demonstrated the
correct way to harness as well as some of the common
wearer mistakes you will see in the field, like loose leg
straps, and how to address them. More advanced topics
included horizontal lifeline systems and ladder safety
devices. The highlight of the day was the 225lb weight drop
test and how arrest forces are exerted on the weight
differently (depending on the type of connecting device
utilized).

| Luke Fena and Jason Giefer discuss common mistakes to watch for when wearing a harness and suspension trauma straps |

| Sean Antolik poses in front of the fall protection demonstration truck |
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| Discussing harness, adjustability, special features, and inspection methods |

| Waiting for the big drop; demonstrating the differences in fall arrest forces, deceleration, and equipment |
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Northern Regional Safety Day
September 25th | The Northern Regional Safety Day was held at the
new DECC location. It was an exciting day full of very informative
exhibits and presentations. The day started with a great breakfast
and an amazing presentation given by the keynote speaker Jermaine
Davis. Davis spoke on his topic: “THRIVE,” an empowering speech
differentiating optimism versus pessimism in everyday work life.
His speech described energizing your life and career with topics
including personal branding, career engineering, leadership
development, and overcoming workplace stagnation.
After
everyone was inspired by Dr. Davis, it was time to get down to
business with the group break-out sessions. Sessions included: Risk
and Hazard Assessment – Alanna Soukkala (MEHS 2014);
Minnesota OSHA Update – Nancy Zentgraf; Jump Starting a Safety
Culture Shift in Your Organization – Amber Haglund-Pagel; and
Serious Injury and Fatal Precursor Customization Project - Ian
Wenzel (MEHS 2008). The Networking lunch allowed safety
professionals from different locations and backgrounds to sit down
| Dr. Jermaine M. Davis (Keynote Speaker) with
with one another to converse and discuss the presentations. Two
MEHS student, Luke Fena |
more presentations were held after lunch, the first on Arc Flash, The
NFPA 70E Standard and Your Electrical Maintenance – Joe
Schommer and the second on Noise Danger On and Off the Job – Monique Hammond. At the end of the day all
of the attendees gathered one last time for the closing remarks and prizes. Overall it was a day filled with good
information and good times.

Students Tour UMD Heating Plant
September 17th | The Regulatory Standards & Hazard Control class toured the UMD Facilities Heating Plant and
viewed
a
lock-out/tag-out
(LOTO)
demonstrations. John Sawyer, Campus Plant
Engineering Manager and Laura Lott, UMD
Campus EHS Specialist led the students
through
UMD
LOTO
procedures,
programmatic best practices, and scenarios to
be aware of when planning and conducting
LOTO procedures.
UMD is the largest
consumer of natural gas in the city of Duluth
and also hosts an immense, complex system of
boiler and steam heating and chilled watercooling to serve the campus.

| Laura Lott (MIS ‘98) and John Sawyer describe training procedures
for facilities maintenance staff |
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Plan C Presentations

| Cody Johnson (‘19) Egan Companies, Jordan Romine (‘16) University of Minnesota Environmental Health & Safety Department,
Monica Bennett (‘19) City of Duluth Safety Department, and Cameron Axberg (‘19) Cargill |

September 19th | Four students completed their Plan B and C presentations to fulfill their degree requirements to
earn their degree, and officially call themselves Masters of Environmental Health and Safety! The program made
the switch from a Plan B program to a Plan C program effective Fall Semester 2018. A Plan C Program is a
coursework-based, professional master's degree program. It can offer flexibility for professionals seeking a degree
in the field in which they are employed or for those who may already be engaged in related workplace projects.
Such degrees provide coursework directly related to the students' professional focus, without requiring noncourse-based components that do not always fit well with this professional orientation (such as a thesis/research
project). A defining element of a Plan C program is a culminating experience.
What remained the same: students still complete a project that is aimed to be a culminating (capstone) experience
in a non-academic setting (e.g. an internship or full-time job). Students still complete a formal project proposal,
work logs, and supervisor summary. What changed: The student’s work is reviewed by their advisor only (and
workplace supervisor) versus an academic committee of three. Instead of a 15-20 page “research” report, students
now complete a more concise executive summary paper of their project and return to campus on scheduled days
throughout the semester to give a twenty minute presentation on their project. Our next Plan C day is scheduled
for Thursday, November 21st in the Garden Room, Kirby Center 3rd Floor. We usually begin around 8:30 a.m.
and provide refreshments and snacks. Family, friends, and alumni are always welcome!
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Familiar Faces: Darrell Anderson
Many MIS/MEHS grads may recall Darrell Anderson instructing and leading students
through equipment and machine safety demonstrations. Darrell is a Senior Lab Coordinator
for the Mechanical and Industrial Engineering Department and plays a vital role with the
undergraduate engineering students in instruction, lab safety and training, and design review,
prototyping, and fabrication for the senior design projects. He also assists with prospective
student tours, helping new faculty, and outreach activities. In his very little spare time, he
still manages to lend a hand familiarizing our safety students with metal and woodworking
equipment, welding and forging process, and power tools. We like to think we are his
favorites :)
So far this semester, Darrell has instructed two classes,
providing a walkthrough of the facilities that he
supervises at UMD; the machine shop and the woodworking shop. For those who remember Darrell, these
presentations were full of dad jokes, stories, and a lot of
good information that we may not otherwise get prior to
starting as a safety professionals. The wood-working
shop focused on hand-tools and the common mistakes
employees can make that can lead to catastrophic
outcomes. Little things like over-riding guards and safety
mechanisms, using a chisel/file without a handle, or
checking for the grounding pin on cords are things that we
don’t always think about but can play a major factor in
many of the incidents that are seen in similar facilities.
During the metal shop class, Darrell got into detail, due to
the complexity of the machines used in metal-working.
We looked at a milling machine, metal lathe, an
automated lathe and many of the common mistakes
employees make while working around these machines.
Most notably, Darrell used the drill press and milling
machine to demonstrate all the moving parts in order to drive home just how dangerous these machines are and
how easy it is to make a catastrophic mistake. High speeds, torque, and friction are a recipe for disaster without
the proper training or know how in the metalworking shop.
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